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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
GRC - General Rubber Corporation of V iet Nam
PCU - Project Coordination Unit
RPA - Rubber Processing Adviser
SRC - State Rubber Company
TOR - Terms of Reference
MARD - M inistry  of Agriculture and Rural Development
VND Viet Nam Currency, Dong
RRIV - Rubber Research Institute in Viet Nam
TSR - Technically Specified Rubber
CNEE - Centre National des Metiers de l'Eau et de l'Environnement
r
AFD - Agence Française de Développement
CFD - Caisse Française de Développement
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
During the second quarter of the 1 998 consultancy, the Rubber 
Processing Adviser continued his activit ies w ith  the supervision of the 
construction of the three remaining factories: the Soc Xim/Binh Long 
factory, the Suoi Rat/Phu Rieng fac tory  and the rehabilitation of the 
old Dong Phu factory. The Soc Xim factory  is expected to be 
completed in November 1998, but the construction of the Suoi Rat 
and Dong Phu fac tory  will not be completed before the present closing 
date of the World Bank/IDA loan or December 1998. An extension 
until June 1999 to complete all remaining constructions will be 
needed.
The equipment for the Dong Phu factory  supplied by Kwan Cheong 
were received in August. The equipment for the Soc Xim and Suoi Rat 
factory  w ill be delivered in October 1998. The installation of the 
equipment will be delayed for the Suoi Rat (Sphere Corporation) and 
Dong Phu fac to ry  (Kwan Cheong) as both construction have been 
delayed. Golsta is expected to commission the Soc Xim factory in 
November 1 998.
The evaluation of the bids for the eff luent control has been completed. 
GRC/PCU has selected the easy system to operate or anaerobic - 
aerated system, instead of a sludge system more sophisticated, more 
efficient, but also more expensive. PCU has provided the information 
to jus t ify  the choice of the winning bidders. The construction of four 
rubber e ff luent treatment will start in December 1998. An extension of 
the project will be needed to complete the implementation of rubber 
e ff luent control.
GRC/PCU will s tart the procedure w ith  the Vietnamese Government to 
demand to the World Bank an extension of the project until June 
1999.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
The Agricultural Rehabilitation Project marks the resumption of World Bank 
assistance to V iet Nam. In 1993, it was approved w ith  a standard IDA credit 
amount of US$ 96 mill ion. Of this amount, the Rub.ber Rehabilitation 
Component totals US$ 34.3  million.
Rubber has been grow n in Viet Nam for almost one hundred years. The 
rubber development policy has set out strategies for rubber development to 
achieve a target of about half a million hectares, 96%  of which would  be 
equally divided between the South East and the Highlands regions.
Rubber is g row n in three regions: the South East around Ho Chi Minh City, 
which is by far the most important w ith  170 ,000  ha (85% of total rubber 
area), and the highland and central regions (13% and 2%  respectively).
About 98%  of the total rubber area is in the public sector, consisting of 
s ta te-(89%) or provincia l-owned (9%) rubber plantation companies, w ith  
their ow n processing facilities, w ith  the remaining 2%  (4,700 ha) classified 
as independent smallholders.
The public sector is organized into 17 incorporated, state rubber companies 
(SRC's). These operate semi-autonomously under the coordination of the 
MAFI-held General Rubber Corporation (GRC), which was established in 
1975 to take over the former French plantations located in the South East 
region.
The state rubber companies operate 13 on-farm primary processing factories 
in the South East region w itho u t which raw  latex cannot be stored or 
marketed. These facilit ies have a total capacity of 85 ,500  tons/year, which 
will be insuffic ient to meet the processing requirements of the projected crop 
output when the current immature areas come into production over the next 
fe w  years (about 1 8 0 ,0 0 0  tons projected in 1997).
The project will support the rehabilitation of the rubber sector through 
improvements in modernization of processing facilities to meet world  market 
standards. The project will provide an additional rubber processing capacity 
of about 4 8 ,0 0 0  tons/year by constructing five new factories (capacity from
6,000  to 12 ,000  tons/year for latex processing and 1 ,500 tons/year for low 
grade processing) and one rehabilitation of an existing factory.
Phase I of the project fo r construction and rehabilitation of the processing 
facilities is scheduled to be completed at the end of December 1998.
r
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H. PROGRESS OF THE CONSULTANCY/DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES
During the second quarter of the 1998 consultancy, the Rubber Processing 
Adviser was mainly involved in the activit ies listed below:
1. Supervising the construction of the remaining factories: Soc 
Xim, Suoi Rat and Dong Phu factories.
2. Selection of contractors for the construction of eff luent plants.
3. Development and testing of the management information 
system (MIS) w ith  the new TSR factories.
4. Evaluation w ith  GRC/PCU and the World Bank for a new 
extension of the project.
5. Technical seminar on the rubber consistency w ith  the RRIV.
The progress of the construction of the last rubber factories is shown in 
Gantt charts in Annex 1 and photos of the factories in Annex 7 .
1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOC XIM . SUOI RAT. DONG PHU FACTORIES:
1.1 The Soc Xim/Phu Rieng factory:
The civil w orks  contractor, Decofi Construction Company, has 
completed 90%  of all civil works. Completion of the factory  is 
scheduled at the end of October 1998. Delays in the installation of the 
w ater and electrical supplies will probably delay the commissioning of 
the plant.
Golsta will deliver the equipment in October and should complete the 
installation of the equipment during the month of November.
The Soc Xim fac tory  will be completed before the closing date of the 
World Bank loan.
r
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2.2 The Suoi Rat factory:
The contractor, Tracodi Construction Company, has been s low  to 
mobilize on the site before September 1998 (see photos in Annex 7). 
With the experience gained w ith  the first factories built, a remaining 
time of only 3 months before the closing date of the loan, is too short 
to complete the factory  before December 1998. The RPA estimates 
that the civil w o rk  contractor will complete all works during the 
second quarter of 1999 (February to April 1999).
For the equipment of the factory, Sphere Corporation has shipped the 
equipment in September. The delay of the civil works will delay the 
installation of the equipment and as a consequence , the 
commissioning of the factory.
An extension of the project will be needed to complete the Suoi Rat 
factory  w ith in  the present World Bank loan.
2.3 The Dong Phu fac tory  rehabilitation:
The civil w o rks  contractor, the Industrial & Civil Construction 
Company, has already demolished the old structure , completed the 
foundations of the new building and started the metallic structure of 
the new building (see photos in Annex 6). The construction has been 
delayed by the contrac t between the Dong Phu Rubber Company and 
Mardec Bhd from  Malaysia on the final design of the centrifuged latex 
line to be also installed in the rehabilitated factory  building (see
drawings in Annex 2).
■f
Kwan Cheong Engineering (KC) and the Rubber Mechanical Company 
have delivered the equipment of the field grade processing line in July.
The installation of all field grade line equipment is delayed as the 
fac tory  building can only be ready to receive the equipment during the 
firs t quarter of 1 999.
The Dong Phu rubber company has decided too late to start the 
construction of the section of the factory for the field grade 
processing line, and an extension of the project after December 1998 
will be necessary to complete the rehabilitation of the Dong Phu 
factory.
f
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF EFFLUENT TREATMENT PLANTS:
A summary of the bids is given in the Annex 3. GRC/PCU has selected the 
fo llow ing contractors for each plant :
The RPA helped GRC/PCU to give the justif ications of PCU choices of 
contractors to the World Bank. PCU has not yet received a NOL from  the 
World Bank, but planned to sign all contracts during the month of November 
1998, depending on the approval on the extension of the project.
The construction of e ff luent treatment systems was not in the appraisal 
report o f 1993 and was added to the project. A fte r evaluation of the 
remaining budget w ith in  category III, the World Bank task manager has 
indicated that there was not enough funding to finance all constructions. The 
eff luent treatment system for the Cam My and Ven Ven factories will have 
to be financed by the rubber companies.
3. TRAINING ACTIVITIES:
During the second quarter, the RPA was involved w ith  the implementation of 
a management in formation system, and to find whether GRC was still willing 
to organize the training on rubber effluent.
3.1 Development of a Management Information System (MIS) for the 
new factories:
The Management Information System to monitor the operations and 
production of the new factories is ready and will be tried shortly by 
tw o  factories, Cua Paris and Thuan Phu. The MIS programme operates 
w ith  W indow s95  and Excel for W indow s95. A general presentation is 
given in Annex 5. The software programme is only available for latex 
processing at present, but will be extended to field grades processing.
Ven Ven/Tay Ninh: 
Ben Cui/Tay Ninh: 
Cam My/Dong Nai:
Construction Company #7; 
Petro Vietnam;
Cefinea;
Vinaconex;
Cefinea.
Phuoc Binh/ Phu Rieng: 
Xa Bang/Ba Ria:
r
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The objectives of the software programme is to help the factory  
management to collect daily data during the stages of the processing 
of TSR grades, to prepare a monthly summary report, and finally to 
define yearly requirements then average costs. The programme will 
help to evaluate eff ic iently  the costs of production of a TSR factory. It 
is now  to the rubber companies to implement such a programme.
3.2 Training on eff luent management for GRC staff:
The training on eff luent management is the last one of the Human 
Resources Development Plan to be organized w ith in  the project. 
GRC/PCU has confirmed to the World Bank its intention to organize 
the training, probably during the f irst semester of 1999 if GRC/PCU 
gets an approval from the World Bank for the extension of the project.
Dr CK John from  Ensearch in Malaysia and the Centre National de 
Formation aux Metiers de l'Eau et de I'Environnement (CNEE) in Hanoi, 
have confirmed to the RPA, that they are still interested to organize 
the training.
The RPA will organize the training according to GRC Technical 
Department wishes, but the RPA has recommended to consider a 
theoretical training session to be done by Dr. CK John and a practical 
training session by the Vietnamese center of CNEE in Hanoi.
3 .3 Seminar on rubber consistency w ith  the RRIV:
On August 25, 1998, the RPA participated to a seminar on natural 
rubber (NR) consistency, organized by the Rubber Research Institute in 
Vietnam (RRIV). The tex t of the paper presented by the RPA is given 
in Annex 4. The seminar was attended by 50 participants, from the 
state rubber companies, rubber manufacturing companies and some 
universities. A representative of the Alpha Technologies company,
(formerly Monsanto Equipment), did a presentation of the RPA 2000  
Process Analyzer. This apparatus can foresee rheological differences 
of rubber lots, w h ich  is needed by consumers during the processing of 
rubber compounds in rubber manufactures.
The seminar should be fo llowed by the implementation of a research 
study on NR consistency of SVR grades.
r
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4. COORDINATION WITH GRC/PCU
4.1 Coordination w ith  the World Bank:
A t the end of the second quarter, the RPA was involved w ith  an 
evaluation of GRC/PCU needs to ask for an extension of the project.
By October 1998, total disbursements by the World Bank/IDA w ith in  
the Vietnam Agricultural Rehabilitation Project is 97%  . GRC/PCU is 
the only government agency to be late w ith  the total implementation 
of the project regarding construction of all factories.
The project was already extended in December 1997, for one year. 
GRC/PCU has evaluated that six (6) additional months will be 
necessary. An evaluation of the delays, actions to be taken and 
justif ication of the extension is summarized in tables in Annex 6.
During the last v is it of the Task Manager of the project (Mr. P. Boyer) 
at the end of September 1998, GRC/PCU was told that only US$ 2.3 
millions were still available for the Rubber Component part.
GRC/PCU has evaluated that remaining disbursement for the 
construction of the last factories was US$ 1,7 million. The budget 
needed for the five eff luent control constructions was US$ 850,000 . 
Additional funding requested for various expenses in the category IV 
was evaluated at US$ 240.000 . Total budget needed by GRC/PCU is 
US$ 2,8 millions.
GRC/PCU will have to cancel or ask the rubber companies to finance 
the construction of e ff luent control for tw o  sites, probably Cam My 
and Ven Ven factories. If another extension is given to GRC/PCU, all 
remainings items will be completed before June 1999 and financed by 
the world Bank/IDA up to a total of US$ 2.3 millions.
4 .2  Coordination w ith  BDPA/SOCFINCO:
The RPA has helped PCU to organize a mission of a team of experts 
from BDPA/SOCFINCO for a new project of the Agence Française de 
Développement (AFD/CFD), on the rehabilitation of Geruco plantations 
and factories in the Highland region.
f
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III. PROGRAM FOR THE FOURTH QUARTER OF 1998:
The scheduled program of the Rubber Processing Adviser for the last quarter 
of the 1998 consultancy will include the fo llow ing activities:
-monitoring the installation and commissioning of equipment of the 
Soc Xim/Binh Long factory;
-monitoring the construction of the Suoi Rat/Phu Rieng factory  and the 
rehabilitation of the Dong Phu factory;
-start of the construction of effluent control plants for the Phuoc Binh, 
Ben Cui and Xa Bang factories;
-testing of the management information system (MIS) in the Cua Paris 
and Dong Phu factories;
-assistance to the team of BDPA/SOCFINCO experts for the CFD 
feasibility s tudy in the highland region;
-preparation of the training on eff luent management.
r
-help to GRC/PCU to receive approval from the World Bank for a six 
months extension of the project.
r
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IV. CONCLUSION
1. The Soc Xim/Phu Rieng factory is expected to be in operation at the 
end of November 1998. The equipment supplied by Golsta are 
expected to be delivered at the beginning of October 1998. The 
factory  w ill be completed before the official closing date of the World 
Bank/IDA loan.
2. The civil contractors made s low  progress for the construction of the 
Suoi Rat/Phu Rieng factory and for the Thuan Phu/Dong Phu 
rehabilitated factory . Civil works are not expected to be completed 
before March/April  for Suoi Rat and January/February for Dong Phu. 
Sphere Corporation will deliver the equipment of the Suoi Rat factory 
in October 1998. Kwan Cheong has already delivered the equipment 
for the Dong Phu in July. The installation of equipment and the start 
of operations in the tw o  factories are delayed by the civil works. An 
extension of the project is needed to complete the factories.
3. The evaluation of the bids for e ff luent treatment is completed. 
GRC/PCU is wait ing for a NOL from the World bank for the choice of 
the w inn ing bidders. Only three eff luent treatment plants will be 
financed by the World Bank w ith in  the project as remaining funds are 
not suff ic ient. The construction of the Ben Cui, Xa Bang and Phuoc 
Binh e ff luent treatment systems is expected to start in December 
1998. An extension of the project is needed to complete the effluent 
treatment plants.
4. GRC/PCU will ask the World Bank for a six months extension to 
complete the remaining constructions. GRC/PCU will guarantee that all 
construction will be completed by June 1999. GRC/PCU will have to 
ask the rubber companies to finance by themselves the construction if 
the extension is not accepted. Total disbursement of the project has 
already reached 97% .
5. Completion of the last training activities on effluent control 
management will be organized if an extension of the project is given to 
GRC/PCU.
6. The Rubber Processing Adviser will stay until the end of the project if 
an extension is given to GRC/PCU until June 1999.
Serge PALU 
Rubber Processing Adviser 
Terres Rouges Consultant
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ANNEX 1: GANTT CHARTS OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF FACTORIES
VIETNAM AGRICULTURAL REHABILITATION PROJECT 
PLANNING OF COMPLETION OF REMAINING FACTORY CONSTRUCTIONS 
THIRD QUARTER OF 1998
ID Task Name Duration Start Finish
1997 1998 I 1999
j  IfIm Ia Im Ij IJ |A|s|o|NlD|j |f|m 1a[m |j | j  |a |s |q |n |d [ j |f|m |a |m |j| J |a |s |0 |n |d ! J IfIm IaIm
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
SUOI RAT-PHU RIENG FACTORY (IFB No 4) 613d
Bidding stage 298d
Procurement of Works 298d
Procurement of goods 112d
Procurement of works 296d
Contract 1d
Construction
Handing-over
Procurement of goods
Contract
Delivery/shipment
Installation
First test trial
Commissioning/Handlng-over
SOC XIM-BINH LONG FACTORY (IFB No 5)
Bidding stage
Procurement of Works
Procurement of goods
Procurement of works
Contract
Construction
Handing-over
252d
id
295d
1d
131 d
31 d
22d
1d
503d
306d
135d
306d
1/24/97
1/24/97
1/24/97
1/24/97
3/30/98
3/30/98
4/15/98
5/17/99
4/15/98
4/15/98
5/1/98
2/1/99
4/1/99
6/1/99
1/27/97
1/27/97
1/27/97
1/27/97
240d 12/31/97
1d
207d
1d
12/31/97
1/15/98
12/1/98
6/1/99
3/17/98
3/17/98
6/30/97
5/17/99
3/30/98
4/1/99
5/17/99
6/1/99
4/15/98
10/30/98
3/15/99
5/1/99
6/1/99
12/30/98
3/30/98
8/1/97
3/30/98
12/1/98
12/31/97
11/1/98
12/1/98
■<§>
■<§>
■<§>
<S>
VIETNAM AGRICULTURAL REHABILITATION PROJECT 
PLANNING OF COMPLETION OF REMAINING FACTORY CONSTRUCTIONS 
THIRD QUARTER OF 1998
ID Task Name Duration Start Finish
1997 1998 1999
J |f |m |a |m | J IJ |a |s |o |n |d J |f |m |a |m | J IJ |a |s |o |n |d j  |f |m |a |m | j I j |a |s |o |n |d J |f |m |a |m
24 Procurement of goods 186d 4/15/98 12/30/98
25 Contract 1d 4/15/98 4/15/98
: ®
26 Delivery/shipment 121 d 4/30/98 10/15/98
--------------- (
27 Installation 22d 11/2/98 12/1/98
< ♦ )
28 First test trial 12d 12/1/98 12/16/98
®
29 Commissioning/Handing-over -» 22d 12/1/98 12/30/98
30
31 DONG PHU REHABILITATION (IFB No 6) 611d 6/2/97 10/4/99
32 Bidding stage 130d 6/2/97 11/28/97
33 Procurement of Works 130d 6/2/97 11/28/97
------------®
34 Procurement of goods 120d 6/16/97 11/28/97
-----------®
35 Procurement of works 315d 12/30/97 3/15/99
36 Contract 1d 12/30/97 12/30/97
®
37 Construction 172d 7/1/98 2/25/99
- ®
38 Handing-over 1d 3/15/99 3/15/99
®
39 Procurement of goods 426d 2/16/98 10/4/99
40 Contract 31 d 2/16/98 3/30/98
K g )
41 Delivery/shipment 88d 4/1/98 8/1/98
---------- ®
42 Installation 22d 1/15/99 2/15/99
■ ®
43 First test trial 6d 2/22/99 3/1/99
®
44 Commissioning/Handing-over 1d 10/4/99 10/4/99
®
45
46
VIETNAM AGRICULTURAL REHABILITATION PROJECT 
PLANNING OF COMPLETION OF REMAINING FACTORY CONSTRUCTIONS 
THIRD QUARTER OF 1998
ID Task Name Duration Start Finish
1997 1998 1999
j |f |m |a |m |j I j |a |s |o |n |d j  Jf Im Ia Im I j |J |a |s |o |n |d j |f |m |a |m |j |j |a |s |o |n |d J If Im Ia Im
47 EFLLUENT TREATMENT (IFB No 7) 326d 4/1/98 6/30/99
s>
< ♦ )
— ®
48 Procurements of works 153d 4/1/98 11/1/98
49 Contrates 22d 11/2/98 12/1/98
50 Construction for 5 factories 98d 1/15/99 6/1/99
51 Handing -o v * .* '
-f 22d 6/1/99 6/30/99 < ♦ )
ANNEX 2: REHABILITATION OF THE DONG PHU OLD FACTORY
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ANNEX 3: BIDS EVALUATION FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF EFFLUENT
TREATMENT PLANTS
PROJECT: CAM MY (DONG NAI)
: No Bidders DRAiNAGE TRAPS TREATMENT ÊiÊOTRICAt l i i N l l i i i i ! TOTAL ÍVNO) TOTAL <$US)
1 U L P U /(SUPERMAX) $ 8,000 $ 27,600 $ 453,500 $ 68,400 $ 22,500 7,531,880,000 $ 580,000.00
2 Tecapro 403,000,000 16,750,890,000 468,000,000 17,621,890,000 $ 1,356,991.38
3 Petro VietNam Eng. 1,050,000 71,400,000 1,942,500,000 36,750,000 105,000,000 2,156,700,000 $ 166,078.85
optional bid 410,000,000 68,000,000 1,200,000,000 15,000,000 110,000,000 1,803,000,000 $ 138,841.83
4 Vien Co Hoc Und Dung 3,368,000,000 735,410,000 4,103,410,000 $ 315,987.22
5 Construction Co No 7 40,000,000 375,000,000 4,849,500,000 25,000,000 49,000,000 5,338,500,000 $ 411,096.57
6 Hawkins Const Ltd 18,894,630,000 $ 1,455,000.00
7 Vinaconex 319,431,000 2,135,769,000 300,000,000 176,840,000 2,932,040,000 $ 225,784.69
8 Tyco Co 208,125,583 6,243,767,494 3,954,386,079 10,406,279,156 $ 801,346.00
9 Sunpec 44,149,000 432,307,008 8,446,930,474 399,424,833 142,601,270 9,465,412,585.00 $ 728,893.62
10 Cty Mekong A Chau 15,000,000 607,000,000 7,714,000,000 756,000,000 320,000,000 9,412,000,000.00 $ 724,780.53
11 CERNEA 139,625,000 456,758,000 828,342,000 1,322,000,000 222,437,000 2,560,162,000.00 m 22S.643 31
Official exchange rate VDB US$= 12,986
PROJECT: VEN VEN (TAY NINHI)
No 8¡dcter$ ORAfNAGE TRAPS TREATMENT ELECTRICAL FENCING TOTAL (VNO) TOTAL (JUS) SYSTEM
1 Tecapro 78,000,000 10,283,650,000 299,000,000 10,660,650,000 $ 820,934 08 Floculation/aeration
2 Petro VietNam Eng. 18,900,000 71,400,000 800,205,120 36,750,000 131,250,000 1,058,505,120 $ 81,511.25 Anaerobic/facultative
3 Construction Co No 7 80,000,000 300,000,000 4,301,500,000 40,000,000 54,000,000 4,775,500,000 % 367 742 18 Biological UASB
4 Hawkins Const Ltd ■** 17,323,324,000 $ 1,334,000.00 Biological reactor
5 Vinaconex 2,643,506,358 $ 146,531 142,663,016 4,688,874,409 $ 361,071.49 Anaerobic/facultative
6 KH&KT/CTTE 189,560,000 - 6,363,572,000 40,000,000 157,920,000 6,751,052,000.00 $ 519,871.55 Oxidation ditch
7 Tyco Co 192,139,557 5,764,186,723 3,650,651,590 9,606,977,870.00 $ 739,795.00 Biological reactor
8 Sunpec 44,149,000 443,255,960 7,555,297,360 539,589,078 98,452,270 8,680,743,668.00 $ 668,469.40 Biological reactor
9 Cty Mekong A Chau 2,000,000 369,000,000 6,707,000,000 608,000,000 270,000,000 7,956,000,000.00 $ 612,659.79 Oxidation ditch
10 Pacific Rim 3,895,800,000 $ 300,000 DAF/Aerator
11 Descon so 2 5,875,437,784 $ 452,444.00 Biological UASB
Official exchange rate VDB US$= 12,986
PROJECT: PHUOC BINH( PHU RIENG)
No Sidctere DRAINAGE : TRAPS TREATMENT ELECTRICAL FENCING TOTAL (VND) TOTAL i$US> SYSTEM:
1 Petro Viet nam 84,000,000 22,050,000 702,553,000 5,250,000 68,250,000 882,103,000 $ 67,927.23 Anaerobic/facultative
2 Construction Co No 7 180,000,000 25,000,000 3,218,000,000 50,000,000 64,000,000 3,537,000,000 $ 272,370.24 Anaerobic/aeration
3 Hawkins Const Ltd 18,154,428,000 $ 1,398,000 Biological reactor
4 Vnacone» 91,809,998 254,771,633 1,456,211,594 202,000,000 189,422,005 2,194,215,230 $ 168,907.75 Anaerobic/facultative
5 KH&KT/CTTE 105,224,000 - 5,825,250,000 40,000,000 386,545,000 6,357,019,000 $ 489,528.65 Anaerobic/facultative
6 Sunpec 26,489,400 653,085,572 4,272,990,022
-
421,622,950 5,374,187,944 $ 413,844.75 Anaerobic/facultative
Official exchange rate VDB US$= 12,986
PROJECT: BEN CUI (TAY NINHI)
No Bidders • ? DRAINAGE TRAPS TREATMENT ELECTRICAL II1H1É1II PRE l l l l l i CORRÊCTION TOTAL (VND)
1 Tecapro 195,000,000 3,420,900,000 84,500,000 - - - 3,700,400,000
2 Petro Viet nam 204,750,000 57,750,000 469,350,000 3,150,000 63,000,000 - - 796,000,000
3 Construction Co No 7 22,000,000 150,000,000 1,200,000,000 10,000,000 20,000,000 - - 1,402,000,000
4 KH&KT/CTTE 105,250,000 3,432,850,000 25,000,000 257,480,000
- - 3,820,580,000
5 cty sO 5 58,240,000 71,762,235 599,712,000 - - 45,000,000 66,150,000
6 Tyco Co 133,717,101 4,011,513,051 2,540,624,934 - - - 6,685,855,086
7 Sunpec 63,044,832 2,392,450,639 70,340,005 269,750,390 - - 2,795,585,866
8 Descon So 2
- -
3,178,972,800
Official exchange rate VDB US$= 12,986
For company #5, correction for not including in bids electrical and fencing costs
P R O JE C T  : XA BANG (BA RIA)
m BIDDER POND CTL INFILTRATION DRAINAGE ELECTRICAL FENCING CORRECTION : TOTAL (VND)
1 PetroVietnam Eng 132,660,000 334,892,500 317,100,000 63,000,000 18,900,000 192,973,000 1,059,525,500
2 Van An Co. 796,000,000 - 520,000,000 116,000,000 - - 1,432,000,000
3 Donata 8,468,601,845 7,116,066,859 1,930,982,154 22,271,052 - - 17,537,921,910
4 m u i 334,908,000 130,000,000 427,376,000
-
45,298,000
- 937,682,m
For Retro Viet Nam, correction for the conduct from existing plant to new pond 
distance 583 metre and 331,000 VND per metre
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THE CONSISTENCY OF NATURAL RUBBER 
CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT 
IMPLEMENTATION OF A PROGRAM BY NR FACTORIES 
IN VIETNAM
INTRODUCTION:
Since NR is an agricultural product and it is not possible to tailor its synthesis, problems of 
consistency are encountered which do not occur with synthetic rubber (SR). 70% of the world’ NR 
production is used in the tire industry. Tire producers seek to eliminate, or at least limit the variability. 
Evolution in the tire manufacturing sector, including computerization of manufacturing chains, new 
policies of reduction of NR stockpile , the development of just in time supply and implementation of 
the ISO 9002 standard, increases the need to reduce and control the variability of raw materials, 
particularly NR.
Like other raw material suppliers, NR producers have to produce rubber grades corresponding to the 
expectation of buyers and users. If the control of NR quality and elimination of the NR 
contamination is the main expectation of buyers , it is important to limit the variability of NR and to 
control consistency . To control the consistency it is necessary to know how to measure it. The 
developement of the rheology science of polymers has resultd in progress with the control of raw 
material and it is now possible to measure the dynamic behaviour of NR.
A basic idea of the importance of the concept of consistency, its impact on processability and the 
equipment developed to measure the consistency is given.
ORIGINS OF THE LACK OF CONSISTENCY OF NR:
The consistency of natural rubber is influenced by many factors not associated with SR, such as ; 
clones, ages of trees, soil, climate, mode of collection of the latex in the fields
(transparency 1).
Natural rubber molecular weight distribution can be bimodal or unimodal (transparency 2). There 
are three types of natural rubber distribution: type A distribution which is bimodal with the height for 
the lower molecular weigh (MW) peak almost equal to the height of the peak for the high MW portion; 
type B, which is still bimodal with the height of the lower MW peak at half or less of the higher MW 
peak ; and type C which is a skewed unimodal distribution. Bimodal distribution has been reported to 
be the most common for NR latex. The magnitude of the molecular weight distribution (MWD) can 
vary greatly. The Mw/Mn ratio is reported to vary between 2,5 to 10 for all types of natural rubber 
(Mw is the weight average molecular weight and Mn is the number average molecular weight). The 
higher the Mw/Mn, the broader the MWD.
Further variation is introduced through the manner in which NR latex is coagulated, dried, 
processed and stored. The nature of these conditions can increase the gel content of the rubber. 
The gel content can vary from 5 to 50%. ( transparency 3). The increase in gel content is associated 
with the so-called storage hardening or the rise of natural rubber viscosity during the storage. Sources 
of NR can differ in their susceptibility to the storage hardening,resulting in a change in the 
processability of the NR .
The characterization of an elastomer involves an effort of relating its structure to property. The 
structure is the molecular architecture of gum rubber and the property is its viscoelastic property. For 
synthetic elastomers, the structure is related to the conditions of polymerization, but for NR, it is not 
possible at present to control the polymerization in the tree. Random branching occurs during the 
synthesis of the polyisoprene chains which affect the HMWD, and the behaviour of the molecules of 
natural polyisoprene during the rubber processing. Unfortunately, the use of Gel Permeation 
Chromatography (GPC) analysis does not permit analysis of the gel fraction containing the HMW of 
polyisoprene chains.
RELATION CONSISTENCY AND PROCESSABILITY:
The tire manufacturers complain that NR is not consistent among producers even in the same 
country. Shipments from different lots of the same grade of NR are found to process differently 
despite having the same Wallace Plasticity or Mooney Viscosity values, the only parameters used 
today to give an indication on the level of consistency in all TSR standards of the NR producing 
countries. The concept of interchangeability of TSR grades between producing countries (SMR, SIR, 
TSR, CSV,etc..) is not yet applicable since a consistency parameter of NR cannot be measured and 
controled properly (transparencies 4, 5).
The processability characteristics of elastomers are very important to the producers of finished rubber 
goods. Processing includes all the steps from the mixing to the vulcanization process. The step of 
mixing with incorporation of fillers and other ingredients often sets the tone for the whole process. It is 
necessary to control the rheological behavior of all batches . The raw polymer behavior during the 
mixing stage is one of the key elements of the further processability of a rubber compound. With 
automatization of the rubber processing lines, it is more and more necessary to measure the 
consistency and to use more consistent raw polymers.
In theory, rubber is a linear polymer of a wide distribution. On mastication the chains are extended 
and ruptured in monomer units. Processing operations essentially cause flow of the rubber which 
depends on an Elastic Force E and a Viscosity Force V . These two parameters need to be 
measured. The most important problem in the science of mixing is a lack of understanding of rubber 
as a material., with a lack of precise knowledge of branch pattern (length and structure of junction of 
branching), and the lack of understanding of the viscoelastic properties of rubber. When the 
viscoelastic nature of rubber can be understood, the understanding of mixing mechanisms will follow.
Studies have compared the behavior of the synthetic polyisoprene Natsyn/Goodyear to SR. The 
synthetic polyisoprene Natsyn gives rubber coumpounds more consistency during the mixing and 
processing operations than NR compounds. The Goodyear Company has already started to replace 
NR by the Natsyn Grade on a large scale. Another polyisoprene producer, Bayer company, is also 
developing a synthetic polyisoprene more consistent than NR. To compete with the expansion of 
synthetic polyisoprnes, the need for more consistent NR has become a necessity for NR producing 
countries.
METHODS TO MEASURE THE CONSISTENCY:
It has been recognized that the traditionnal tests used for the quality assurance of elastomers (ISO 
2000) are not sufficient to measure the consistency of NR, and to ensure users of NR rubber that 
each production lot would process consistently. The development of new equipment is urgently 
needed.
r
Various types of instruments have been developed to measure the consistency of NR, among them: 
-the tensiometer (1960):
In the 1960’s, the French Rubber Institute (IFC) and the Rubber Research Institute in 
Indochina (IRCI) recommended to measuring the modulus 100% and 300% to differentiate 
rubber grades with different behavior during processing. The rubber grades were labelled with 
blue or red circles.
-the Williams and Defo plastometers (1950):
The Williams and Defo plastometers were used mainly by rubber manufacturers. They are 
compression plastometers, measuring plasticity parameters, and are almost equivalent to the 
Wallace plastometer.
-the Mooney viscosimeter (since 1930):
The Mooney viscosimeter is probably still the most widely used method for measuring the 
quality of natural rubber by producers and consumers. It is used world-wide to measure the 
viscosity of both NR and SR. This method consists of rotating a rotor which is embedded in a 
rubber sample within a sealed, pressurized, temperature controlled cavity. The rotor turns at a 
constant rate of 2.0 revolutions/minute and the resulting torque is measured.. The Mooney 
viscosity results are reported in arbitrary Mooney units which are based on torque as defined
by the ISO 289. The Mooney viscosity is still the main parameter controlled to measure the 
consistency of raw elastomers and to measure potential change in processability parameters 
of rubber compounds. This test imparts a low shear rate of only 1 sec-1.
-the Wallace plastometer ( since 1960):
Measurement of NR consistency using the Wallace plastometer was introduced and 
generalized by NR producers following a suggestion by Malaysia in 1965 when technical 
specifications were introduced and rapidly became a determining factor in the objective 
evaluation of natural rubber quality, with the introduction of the TSR grades specified by the 
ISO 200o. The Wallace platometer measures plasticity by compressing a small rubber disk 
between two platens at 100 C. This method is described in detail in the ISO 2007. 
Conceptually, viscosity and plasticity are opposite in their meaning; plasticity relates to ease 
of flow and viscosity mesasures a polymer's resistance to flow. Nevertheless, there is a 
correlation between the Wallace plasticity and the Mooney viscosity as often a high Wallace 
plasticity number indicates a high viscosity Mooney. This test is done at an extremely low 
shear rate which is not representative of the rheological processing conditions .
-the I RCA /IRAP visco-elasticimeter (1980):
This instrument was developed to introduce a measure of a viscoelastic parameter and to 
define rheological parameters. It is a compression rheometer type . A rubber sample is 
strained at constant speed. The speed of the compression can also be changed. When the 
strain stops, the recovery or relaxation can be measured. This instrument was never 
commercialized.
-the Monsanto capillary-meter (1970):
This instrument was mainly used by rubber manufacturers to measure parameters at low or 
high shear, giving some indication of the aptitude for extrusion. This equipment gives useful 
information for rubber injection molding.
-the Mooney stress relaxation MV2000E (1990):
This instrument is still in use in rubber manufacturer’s laboratories . It can measure the 
Mooney Viscosity as well as a stress relaxation parameter. After the final Mooney viscosity 
measurement, the rotor is very quickly stopped and the relaxation decay is measured, giving 
access to the measurement of a rheological parameter.
-the RPA 2000 process analyzer (1990):
This instrument is a special dynamic mechanical rheological tester (DMRT) designed to 
measure the dynamic properties of raw polymers, uncured or cured compounds. The RPA 
strains a sample in shear by oscillating the lower die sinusoidally in a sealed/pressurized 
cavity. It works from low to high shears. A very high strain more representative of what is 
happening during the mixing and processing steps can be applied. The RPA is now routinely 
used in the quality control of synthetic elastomers.
-the Watson-Mullins/Neqretti viscosimeter(under development):
This instrument is being developed by Negretti Automation Ltd from the UK , with the support 
of the International Rubber Study Group (IRSG).This equipment is simpler than the RPA 
2000. A rubber sample is placed in a tray. An upper platen forces the rubber into a tube. The 
rubber fills a cavity with a rotating rotor. A central rotor provides the shear on an annulus 
sample of rubber. The torque to the rotor and a bottom pressure are measured. An elasticity 
parameter E and a viscosity parameter V are measured versus time. A comparative study of 
the efficiency of this instrument is scheduled by the IRRDB.
There are probably other types of in-house equipment that have been developed by rubber 
manufacturers or SR producers to introduce a rheological parameter in the control of raw polymer. It 
is important at this stage that the NR producers seriously consider the use of one of the more 
modern pieces of equipment to introduce a rheological parameter for the measure of the NR 
consistency in their TSR standard scheme.
To develop commercial equipment to measure an NR consistency parameter, the equipment 
supplier should provide standard equipment with the following requirements:
- a range of temperature from 100 to 180 Celsius;
- a variable shear rate from low to high;
- a variable strain up to 500%;
- rubber samples easy to prepare, insert and remove;
- a robust apparatus easy to operate in NR producer laboratories;
- to be standardized in ISO 2000 and recognized by both producers and users;
- an acceptable price to justify its purchase by rubber laboratories.
IMPLEMENTATION OF A PROGRAM IN VIETNAM TO CONTROL THE CSV GRADES 
CONSISTENCY:
In order to improve the NR consistency of Vietnamese rubber grades, the following steps will have to 
be implemented by NR producers in Vietnam:
-general information on the need to measure and control NR consistency;
-a survey on the variability of CSV grades produced by GRC rubber companies;
-selection of the most appropriate equipment to measure the consistency parameter; 
-implemetation of a general policy by Vietnamese producers for the satisfaction of the users.
1.General information on the NR consistency:
The RRIV will organize technical sessions to introduce the concept of NR consistency to Vietnamese 
producers. The first step is the organization of a technical seminario present the RPA 2000 apparatus 
of Alpha Technologies.
2. Survey on the variability of CVS grades produced by some GRC factories:
Mr. S. PALU, as already proposed to RRIV and GRC Technical Department a program proposal to 
survey several factories using different processing lines and concepts to evaluate and measre NR 
consistency differences, by using the RPA 2000 of Alpha Tchnologies. This program is a first step and 
will have to be continued with the IRRDB and IRSG/CFC project on the measurement of NR 
consistency with the Watson-Mullins-Negretti viscosimeter.
3. Choice of the most suitable equipment:
A comparative study will be conducted concerning the various instruments already developed, and 
commercialized in order to purchase comparable equipment for all rubber factories. Common 
equipment to measure the consistency could be operated by a central laboratory such as RRIV.
4. Standardization of a consistency parameter:
In the next 10 years , it is expected that a new standard of NR consistency will be probabely 
included in the international standards and by extension to the CSV standard. The Vietnamese rubber 
producers must be ready for this up-coming evolution.
CONCLUSION:
This short presentation on NR consistency is mainly to explain this new parameter, which will be 
more and more required by rubber goods manufacturers, perhaps much more than the 
implementation of the ISO 9002 by NR producers.
The author hopes that the RRIV and GRC state rubber companies will shortly implement shortly a 
program on the measurement and control of NR consistency.
The RRIV and Vietnamese producers must be ready when a new standard of rubber consistency is 
introduced in the NR specifications.
By proving to buyers and consumers, that Vietnamese NR producers have understood the 
importance of NR consistency and are willing to implement consistency control, it will be a good step 
to promote the CSV grades on the international NR market.
NATURAL RUBBER QUALITY 
MANUFACTURERS NEEDS
NO CONTAMINATION
-IMPROVEMENT IN QUALITY OF RAW MATERIALS 
-BETTER HOUSE KEEPING OF FACTORIES 
-PROCESS CONSISTENCY
-COMMITMENT OF RUBBER PRODUCERS TO QUALITY IS ESSENTIAL
LOW DIRT CONTENT
CONSISTENCY IN
-MOONEY VISCOSITY  
-PLASTICITY (Po) 
-DEGRADABILITY  
-CURE PROPERTIES
FACTORS AFFECTING VISCOSITY
*CLONES
MOONEY VISCOSITY OF GT 1= 58, PR 255= 69, PB 235 = 76, PB 217 = 83,
AVROS 2037 = 85
‘ PRESERVATIVES:
HIGH LEVELS OF AMMONIA (<.0,5. %) TEND TO INCREASE THE VISCOSITY 
‘ COAGULATION
ACID COAGULATION GIVES A LOWEST VISCOSITE THAN NATURAL COAGULATION 
‘ DILUTION
EXCESSIVE DILUTION BELOW 15% TENDS TO REDUCE VISCOSITY 
‘ MATURATION
MATURATION OF COAGULA OR CRUMBS INCREASE THE VISCOSITY OF RUBBER
‘ DRYING
PROLONGED DRYING AT HIGH TEMPERATURE REDUCE VISCOSITY
‘ BALING
HIGH BALING TEMPERATURES INCREASE THE VISCOSITY
‘ CHEMICAL TREATMENT
HYDROXYLQMINE SALTS CAN REDUCE AND STABILISE THE VISCOSITY 
METALLIC CONTAMINATION BY COPPER, IRON, MANGANESE LOWER THE VISCOSITY
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MOONEY/DEGRADABILITY
MIXING
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INCONSISTENCY 
OF COMPOUNDS
EXTRUSION
STAGE
TIRE
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PERFORMANCE
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RPA2000 Rubber Process Analyzer
Specification
Die oscillating frequency 
Oscillating amplitude
Die configuration 
Temperature range 
Thermal system 
Sample volume 
Units of measure
Strain
Subtest type
0.03 to 33Hz (2 to 2000cpm)
(0.02Hz Increments)
: Variable +/-0.7 to +/-1255 
Percent
(Increments of 0.14%) 
+/-0.005 to +/-90.0 degree of 
arc
-n
Frequency/Strain
Combinations
limited to 30sec'1 shear rate 
maximum
: Biconical
: 40 to 200 degrees C
Forced air to 40 degrees C
: approx 4.5 cm3
: Torque: S' and S" (dNm, 
in.lb, kg.cm)
Modulus : G' and G" (Pa, 
dynes/cm2, psi)
Temp : C or F or K 
Frequency : cpm, Hz, 
rad/sec
: Degrees, percent
: Frequency sweeps 
' Strain sweeps 
Temperature sweeps
Cure test
Graphic output
File compatibility 
Electrical
Air pressure 
Dimension
Weight
Shear Modulus G' and G’ or 
Torque S' and S" vs. 
Frequency 
Strain
Temperature
Torque S' and S" vs. time
Microsoft Excel 
ASCII
Lotus 1-2-3/Symphony
100/110/120/130VAC +/- 
10%, 50/60HZ +/-3, 15A 
single phase 
200/220/240/260VAC +/- 
10%, 50/60HzHz +/-3, 7.5A 
single phase
Deviation from this ranges 
may affect performance
Min 60psi (4.2kg/cm2)
L68cm(27in)
H132cm(52in)
W76cm(30in)
300kg(660lb) gross weight 
197kg(430lb) net weight
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multitasking computer control.
ANNEX 5: MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR THE TSR
FACTORIES
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Tha nh pham
Nhiên lieu
Hi/ôrig cían
Thoát
Cung cap nhiên lieu
Click váo nut <üiên, hóa ehãít> tren Mán hinh chính, hóp thcai Nhãp so lieu së xuat hién. 
Hôp thoai này sur dung cho3  chut náng : Den, nh'én lieu, hóa chat; do dó ban phàixác dinh 
nói dung nhãp so 1'éu bang cách click váo nút Optbn Nhiên liêu, sau dó ban hãy gõ vào ngày 
^  tháng nãmmuón nhãpso liêu.
Sau dó click nuHOH> irong hôp thoai Nhãpsò liêu de tisn hánh nháp so liêu. Chttong trinh se 
ti/dçmg khòi dóng Excel vá mò ho sd Nhiên liêu tubng ímg vói nâm dâ chon (Ví du : hô sd 
nhiên liêu nâm 1£©B se có tên NL199&JCLS) dông thòi chuyên dén Sheet tutang úrg vói tháng 
dã chon (Ví du : sheet tübng úng vói tháng 3 se có tên Th03).
Trong quá trinh nhãpso liêu tro ng Excel, má y së cung c á p tú tth i các thòng tin cóng dôn trong 
ngày, tháng, nâm.
® Sau khi gõ xong so liêu c ia  ngày dã chon, ban hãy Ilíu  só liêu vá dóng Excel. Chüdng trinh së 
chuyên vê hôp thoai Nhãp só liêu.
Lúe náy tan click nút <Ghsm dút>  d e tfà v e  Mân hinhchính
***** -.. 
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ANNEX 6: EVALUATION FOR AN EXTENSION OF THE PROJECT
SUMMARY OF COMPLETION AND PROGRESS OF ALL CONSTRUCTIONS
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AGRICULTURAL REHABILITATION PROJECT / RUBBER COMPONENT 
SUMMARY OF COMPLETION AND PROGRESS OF ALL CONSTRUCTIONS ( up to September 1998)
Task Name Start Finish
1998
f | m [ a | m 1 j | j | a | s | o | n 1 d
1999 2000
j  | f ! m | a | m | j | j | a | s | o | n | d | j | f ! m | a | m | j | j | a | s | o í n 1d
Rehabilitation DONG PHU
Start construction
Completion civil works
Shipment equipment
Installation equipment
Commissioning LG line
Handing over civil works
Handing-over equipment
EFFLUENT TREATMENT
Evaluation GRC
No objection IDA/WB
Signing of contracts
Start construction
7/15/98 3/4/99
Completion construction
Handing-over
8/3/98 8/3/98
8/4/98 2/2/99
7/15/98 9/1/98
12/1/98 1/15/99
2/3/99 2/17/99
2/3/99 3/4/99
2/1/99 2/1/99
6/15/98
6/15/98
5/30/99
9/1/98
9/15/98 10/31/98
11/2/98 12/1/98
12/2/98 12/31/98
1/1/99
4/23/99
4/22/99
5/30/99
ÙO
£
<9
r
a\J
p
<n
«i
'S
w*3$
*1
o
t-
EVALUATION OF THE DELAYS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW GRC FACTORIES & EFFLUENT CONTROL
DEFINITION OF ACTIONS TAKEN BY GRC/PCU
JUSTIFICATION FOR A DEMAND OF EXTENSION OF SIX MONTHS
TYPE
CONSTRUCTION
REASONS OF DELAYS ACTION BYG E R U C O  
IN 1998
JUSTIFICATION FOR 
DEMAND OF EXTENSION
GRC OBJECTIVES
SOC XIM / BINH LONG -construction from April to November 1998 
(8months) instead of 6 months specified in the 
contract
-difficulties to select the equipment supplier. 
GRC rejected the lowest bidder due toa bad 
performance o f  Sphere with the Xa Bang and 
Cua Paris factories.
-supervision of contractor by PCU and Binh 
Long rubber company to complete the factory in 
October 1998.
-Sphere replaced by Golsta, which has the 
reputation to complete contract on time.
-Soc Xim factory' is expected to be completed (95% ) 
in November 1998, but the margin o f  security is 
small if  problems with shipment of equipment occur.
-Handing-over of construction and 
equipment at the end o f  November 1998 or 
December 1998 at the latest.
Construction completed before end of  
December 1998
SUOI RAT / PHU RIENG -contract signed on March 26, 1998, but the 
contractor Tracodi mobilized in August 1998, 
5 months later);
-cash flow difficulties of the civil works 
contractor ;
-contractor not always reliable.
-several letters of complain of GRC/PCU to 
Tracodi asking to start the construction; 
-meeting Tracodi/ GRC to obtain a guarantee 
that Tracodi will finish the factory before 
December 1998.
-time of completion of civil works in the contract is 6 
months, but mobilization of contractor in September 
1998.
-Total completion by September 1998 is 15% only. 
-Estimated completion o f  factory' in February 1999 (if 
6 months of construction only ) or April 1999 (with 8 
months o f  construction more realistic);
-construction of dam for water supply o f  the factors' 
difficult during the rainy season;
-delays with shipment and installation of equipment by 
Sphere possible;
- installation and commissioning between April 
and May 1999.
-completion of factory building in 
December 1998.
-completion of other buildings and civil 
works in February 1999.
-installation of equipment in February 1999 
and commissioning in March/April 1999 
-hnading-over of equipment and 
constructions in May 1999
Extension of project until June 1999 
necessary.
REHABILITATION 
DONG PHU
-planning of construction of a centrifuged latex 
line in the rehabilitated building also;
-design of the centrifuged latex line has delayed 
the approbation of the structural drawings of 
the factory building for rehabilitation;
-the contractor could not start any construction 
without drawings.
-Dong Phu company waited for the final 
drawings and settlement with Mardec Eng. 
before asking the contractor to start works.
-GRC/PCU asked the Dong Phu rubber company 
to consider the construction of the field grade 
processing line and to complete the centrifuged 
latex line later.
-total completion by September 1998 is 30% only, 
-time scheduled in contract is 6 months. Four (4) 
additional months necessary (until January 1999).
-complete factory building, tanks and 
foundation of machinery in November 1998; 
-installation of equipment suppiled by Kwan 
Cheong in November 1998;
-completion of all installation of equipment 
in January 1999;
-handing-over in February 1999
Extension o f  project until February 
1999 necessary
EFFLUENT
TREATMENT
-additional to original planning in appraisal 
-inexperience of GRC staff in the field of 
effluent control;
-slow process to select contractors (from June to 
September 1998);
-a rubber companies decided to delay the 
decision to participate with the program.
-follow recommendations of Mott McDonald ; 
-himg of an expert from the Minsitry of 
Technology and Environment to assist GRC; 
-consider to organize a training program on 
effluent control, but procedure too long.
-justification of the choice of the winning bidders 
necessary' for WB;
-delay in receiving the NOL ( October 1998); 
-contracts to be signed only in December 1998; 
-construction time schedule in bids is 3 to 4 months.
-start of construction in December 1998 or 
no later than January 1999.
-introduction of a malus if contractor does 
not complete his contract before May 1999
Extension o f  project necessary until 
April 1999
APPRAISAL REPORT 1993 IMPLEMENTATION 1995-1998
FACTORY / COMPANY QTY
TYPE
COST USS CAPACITY 
(T ons/year)
YEAR FACTORY / COMPANY QTY - 
TYPE
COST 
USS - VND
CAPACITY)
(Tons/Year
YEAR
1IOA BIN H /B A R IA 1 NEW LX 1,8000,000 5.000 1994/95 XA BANG / BA R1A 1 NEW LX US$ 1.903,277 (F.)
VND 31,221,919,744 (CW)
15,000 1996 97
TAN KAJ / BINM LONG 1 NEW LX 1,800,000 10,000 1994/95 SOC XIM / B1NH LONG 1 NEW LX US$ 594.110(E) 
VND 12,500,000,000 
(CW)
6,000 1997 98
SUOI RA T /PH U  RIENG 1 NEW LX 1,800,000 10,000 1995/96 SUOI RAT / PHU RIENG 1 NEW LX US$ 498,000 (E) 
VND 11,661,212,500 
(CW)
6,000 1997 8 9
PMUOC BINU PI IU RIENG 1 REHAB LG 
1 REHAB LX
2,020,000
500,000
10,000
7,000
1995/96
1995/96
(withdrew in 1996)
PIIUOC IIOA 1 NEW LX 1,800,000 12,000 1994/5/6 CUA PARIS / PHUOC HOA 1 NEW LX US$ 1,190,840 (E) 
VND 22,201,088,720 
(CW)
12,000 1996 97
BEN SUC / DAU TIENG 1 NEW LX 1,800,000 6,000 1994/95 (withdrew in 1996)
DONG PI IU 1 REH AB LX 500,000 7,000 1995/96 DONG PHU 1 REHAB 
LG
US$ 168,340 (E)
VND 454,400,000 (E) 
VND 4,490,819,580 (CW)
3,000 1997/8/9
VEN VEN / TAY NINH 1 REHAB LX 500,000 7,000 1995/96 (withdrew in 1995)
DONG PHU
EFFLUENT TREATMENT 
(added to original plan)
1 NEW LX 
5 NEW
US$ 840,000 (E) 
VND 13,744,236,281 
(CW)
VND 11,673,959,230
6,000 1996/97
1998/99
TOTAL 12,520,000
IJSS
74,000
Ions
USS 5,194,567 
VND 107,947,636,055 
......  . ......... ......
48,000
Tons
VIET NAM AGRICULTURAL REHABILITATION PROJECT/RUBBER COMPONENT  
CONSTRUCTION RUBBER FACTORIES (CATEGORIE III)
GRC/PCU ACTION PLAN IN 1998/99 TO COMPLETE (100%) ALL REMAINING CONSTRUCTIONS
FACTORY 
TYPE OF WORKS
SUOI R A T /P H U  RIENG REHABILITATION  
DONG PHU
EFFLUENT
TREATMENT
l Civil W orks
no later than no later than no later than
Factory Building December 1998 December 1998 none
Ancillary buildings / ponds end February 1999 none April 30, 1999
Electrical supply March 31, 1999 end February' 1999 April 30, 1999
Water supply March 31, 1999 none none
l Equipment
Delivery/shipment equipment October 30, 1998 already delivered none
Installation equipment end February 1999 January'31, 1999 none
Commissioning April 30, 1999 end February 1999 (after 6 months only)
Handing-over buildings May 31, 1999 end February 1999 May 1999
Handing-over equipment May 31, 1999 January 31, 1999 none
VFET NAM AGRICULTURAL REHABILITATION PROJECT
R U B B E R  FA C T O R IES
Detailed Cost US$
Appraisal Report World Bank # 12065-VN  ( December 22,1993)
B ase costs ( ‘000) Total including  
________________________  C ontingencies ( ‘000)
1. INVESTM ENT COSTS
UNIT 1995 1996 Total Unit Costs 1995 1996 Total 1995 1996 Total
A. New factory construction
1 Civil Works
Factory building New factory 3 2 5 570,000 1,710 1,140 2,850 1,782 1,222 3.004
Ancillary building New factory 3 2 5 70,000 210 140 350 219 150 369
Factory road New factory 3 2 5 250,000 750 500 1,250 782 536 1,318
Subtotal Civil Works 2,670 1,780 4,450 2,783 1,907 4,691
2. Latex processing Line New factory 3 2 5 500,000 1,500 1,000 2,500 1,564 1,072 2,635
3. Ancillary Equipment New factory 3 2 5 410,000 1,230 820 2.050 1,282 879 2,161
Subtotal factory Construction 5,400 3,600 9,000 5,629 3,858 9,487
B. Factory rehabilitation
Latex processing line 2 1 3 500,000 1,000 500 1,500 1.042 536 1,578
Lower grade processing line 1
-
1 700,000 700
-
700 730
-
730
Ancillary equipment 3 1 •1 100,000 300 100 400 313 107 420
TOTAL 7,400 4,200 11,600 7,714 4,501 12,214
ANNEX 7: PHOTOS OF THE FACTORIES
REHABILITATION OF THE FACTORY BUILDING OF THE OLD DONG PHU FACTORY
IN SEPTEMBER 1998
SUOI RAT FACTORY IN SEPTEMBER 1998
ANMEX 8: TOR OF THE CONSULTANCY
The Rubber Processing Adviser w ho  would report directly to the Director General of 
GRC,would specifically assist GRC in:
a/ planning and phasing rubber factory  construction and rehabilitation, to ensure 
that available processing capacity meets the requirement of Viet Nam's rubber 
production, in a cost e ffective  manner.
b/ ensuring coordination w ith  the consultants recruited for the standardization of 
crumb rubber factories, and reviewing the consultants ' intermediate reports, in 
liaison w ith  the SRCs concerned;
c l preparing detailed bidding documents and evaluating bids for the construction 
and rehabilitation of crumb rubber factories under the project; monitoring progress 
and quality of construction w ork ; ensuring compliance w ith  the specifications of 
civil w orks  and processing equipment and machinery; and commissioning the new 
and rehabilitated factories;
d/ advising GRC and the SRCs on the construction, operations, maintenance, and 
management of rubber factories, while ensuring transfer of expertise to the 
counterpart s taff;
e/ identify ing the training needs of the nine SRCs and GRC in rubber processing; 
organizing appropriate training programs and preparing training materials, in liaison 
w ith  the GRC Training Adviser and SRCs;
f /  ensuring coordination w ith  the consultants recruited for the survey of e ff luent 
treatm ent in the SRCs'rubber factories; preparing and monitoring the 
implementation of a program for the upgrade of the eff luent treatment facilities, to 
be carried out by the SRCs;
g/ ensuring coordination w ith  the Rubber Research Institute of V iet Nam, w hich  is 
carrying out research in rubber processing;
h/ designing and setting up a management information system to monitor the 
performance of rubber factories, w ith  a v iew  to improving rubber processing 
eff ic iency in the SRCs; and,
i/ preparing and reviewing feasibility studies and all reports and studies related to 
rubber processing.
